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Introduction
Inorganic compounds are an important class of chemicals, because many of them have vital biochemical features. Typically studies on the quantitative structure-property/ activity relationships (QSPR/QSAR) address organic substances [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , but only a few articles are related to QSPR/QSAR for inorganic compounds [12] [13] [14] [15] .
It is well-known that the majority of QSPRs/QSARs are correlations of molecular descriptors calculated with molecular graphs with endpoint values. A major problem with inorganic compounds is that many of the software tools for calculating chemical descriptors are not suitable for inorganic molecules, because molecular graphs for these substances are not defined.
Simplified molecular input line entry system (SMILES) is an alternative molecular graph for the representation of molecular structures [16] [17] [18] [19] . Optimal SMILES-based descriptors have been examined as tools to establish QSPR/QSAR for several endpoints and for several classes of chemical substances [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] .
The typical way to obtain the predictive QSPR/QSAR model involves two steps: 1) the building up of a model (for the training set) which is characterized by an 'ideal' statistical quality; and 2) the estimation of the model for an external validation set. However, this 'idealization' of the model for the training set can lead to overtraining. Balance of correlations is an approach that could help avoiding the overtraining [36] . The CORAL freeware can be used to carry out these calculations [37, 38] (one can download it from www.insilico.eu/coral).
The aim of the present QSAR analysis is an estimation of the balance of correlations (which is carried out with the CORAL freeware) as a tool for the QSAR modelling of toxicity toward rats of an eclectic collection of inorganic substances.
Calculating Details

Data
The numerical data on toxicity toward rats (oral exposure, LD50, mg kg -1 ) for 85 inorganic substances were taken from the US National Library of Medicine (at http://toxnet.nlm.nih.gov/). As an endpoint the -pLD50 (i.e., the log 10 [1/LD50]) has been examined. Negri, 20156 Milan, Italy Three random splits into the subtraining, calibration, and validation sets were examined.
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Optimal descriptors
Optimal descriptors were calculated with CORAL [37] as follows
where, s k , ss k , and sss k are one-, two-, and threeelement SMILES attributes (SA); CW(s k ), CW(ss k ), and ∑ CW(sss k ) are the correlation weights. The α, β, and γ are coefficients which can have two values: 0 or 1. The threshold is a parameter for classification of the SA into two categories: rare and not rare. If the threshold is 3, then SA, which take place in less than 3 SMILES of the subtraining set, should be defined as rare. Their correlation weights are fixed equal to zero. Thus, these rare SA are blocked, and they have no influence upon the model. Each SA is recorded by a string of 12 symbols. The first four symbols are used for recording of one-element SA (i.e., the s k ); positions from 1 to 8 are used to record a two-element SA (i.e., the ss k ), in order to record the three-element SA (i.e., the sss k ) all 12 positions are involved. Vacant positions are indicated by 'x'.
For instance, SMILES = 'C(#N) [Cu] ' is represented by lists of SA s k : C, (, #, N, (, [, Cu, [ 
The brackets ')' and ']' are replaced by '(' and '[', because they are indicators of the same phenomena (branching or individual chemical element or functional group). In order to avoid situations where the same molecular attribute is represented by two versions, the ss k and the sss k are combined according to their ASCII code (i.e., 'C(' and not '(C', 'N#' and not '#N', etc.) . Finally for structuring of the calculation, each SA is represented by a string of twelve symbols, such as Cxxxxxxxxxxx (i.e., 'C'); Cxxx(xxxxxxx (i.e., 'C('); and Cxxx(xxx#xxx (i.e., 'C(#').
The Monte Carlo method optimization of the correlation weights has been calculated with the CORAL [37] . Both, the classic scheme and the balance of correlations were used. In the case of the balance of correlation three sets are involved in the modeling process: subtraining, calibration, and validation sets. In the case of the classic scheme, subtraining and calibration sets are united in the common training set. Table 2 contains options which were used for these calculations. An additional parameterization for the balance of correlations, socalled ideal slopes [37] , is aimed to improve similarity of the models for the subtraining and calibration sets.
Numerical data for the CW(s k ), CW(ss k ), and CW(sss k ) are calculated by the Monte Carlo method. In the case of the classic 'training-test' system the Monte Carlo approach is aimed to provide the above numerical data which produce the maximum of the correlation coefficient between pLD50(expr) and DCW(Threshold) for the training set.
In the case of the balance of correlations, the target function of the Monte Carlo method optimization is the following:
BC=R+R' -abs(R-R')*dR weight (2) balance of correlations: R and R' are correlation coefficient between endpoint and optimal descriptors for the subtraining set and calibration set. The role of the calibration set is a preliminary validation of the model. This approach is an attempt to avoid overtraining. In other words, in the case of balance of correlations, the training set is split into two sets: subtraining and Fig. 1 shows the influence of the threshold value upon predictability (determination coefficient between experimental and calculated -pLD50 values). One can see that for all splits, balance of correlations gave better prediction than the classic scheme. Each split has a particular threshold value that gives the most reliable prediction (for a given split). These values are the following: for split A Threshold =2, for split B threshold =0, and for split C threshold =1. It is to be noted that the classic scheme also has preferable thresholds (these are 4, 2, and 1 for splits A, B, and C, respectively). However there is no correlation of these thresholds for the classic scheme and the balance of correlations.
Results and Discussion
The preferable -pLD50 model for split A (threshold=2, probe 1) is the following -pLD50 = -2.4234(± 0.01139) + + 0.1190(± 0.00133) * DCW(2) Thus, the -pLD50 model calculated with Eq. 3 has satisfactory predictability [39, 40] . Table 2 contains correlation weights for the calculation of DCW(2). In particular, the correlation weights of SA which have been obtained in the probe 1 are used for Eq. 3. Table 3 shows an example of the DCW(2) calculations. Table 4 contains the numerical data on the value of -pLD50 experimental and calculated with Eq. 3. Fig. 2 shows the model for split A (calculated with Eq. 3) graphically as well as analogical models for the split B (threshold =0) and split C (threshold =1). One can see from Fig. 2 , that correlations between pLD50(expr) and pLD50(calc) for the subtraining set and calibration set are poorer than this correlation for the test set. However, probably, this conflict between the subtraining set and calibration set avoids the overtraining, whereas for the classic scheme these models are better for the general list of substances (i.e., list of subtraining together with calibration sets) but poorer for the external test set.
One can see from the Table 2 , that there are SA which are stable promoters of -pLD50 increase (i.e., 54 SA with positive correlation weights for all three probes of the Monte Carlo optimization), there are SA which are stable promoters of -pLD50 decrease (i.e., 50 SA with negative correlation weights for all three probes of the Monte Carlo optimization), there are 51 SA with an undefined role (both, positive and negative correlation weights were obtained in the probes of the Monte Carlo optimization). Finally there are 185 blocked SA (this list is omitted in Table 2 ). Analysis of these data can give hints for mechanistic interpretations of the model, which can be used for synthesis or definition of preferable substances. In order to obtain a substance with a high toxicity -pLD50 value, it is preferable that the the molecular structure fragments which are encoded by the following SMILES attributes (which are promoters of -pLD50) increase: '.xxx [xxx-xxx', '=xxxOxxx(xxx', and 
-9.4525133 -3.512 -3.548 ' [xxx(xxx[xxx'. Vice versa, in order to obtain a substance with minimal toxicity, it is preferable that the presence in molecular structure fragmets which are encoded by attributes such as '.xxxxxxxxxxx', '=xxxxxxxxxxx', and 'Oxxx(xxxxxxx' increase. The criterions for the abovementioned classifications of the SA can be defined as the following: first, the number of SMILES containing the SA (in the subtraining set) should be as large as possible, and second, the average absolute value of the correlation weights for the SA in three probes of the optimization also should be as large as possible. It is to be noted that the analysis of the numbers of the promoters of endpoint values increasing/ decreasing together with the list of undefined SMILES attributes may be used for constructive comparisons of different splits. For instance, split A has the numbers of promoters of -pLD50 increase, promoters of -pLD50 decrease, and undefined, which are equal to 54, 50, and 51, respectively. These numbers for split C are equal to 103, 72, and 85, respectively. Thus, the number of undefined SA for split A are considerably lower. This can be estimated as an advantage of the split A.
The comparison of split B with split A and/or split C cannot be done by the scheme above because the total number of SA for split B (138) is considerably less than the number for the split A and the split C (340). However, one can agree that the smaller total number of parameters of the Monte Carlo optimization most probably is an advantage for split B.
The probabilistic analysis of the CORAL data (the numbers of SMILES attributes which are promoters of -pLD50 increase/decrease together with the number of undefined SMILES attributes) can be used for the definition of robust hypotheses related to the influence of molecular fragments upon the endpoint -pLD50 value. The applicable domain for a CORAL model of an endpoint can also be formulated using the abovementioned data. In a first approximation it can be the following: structures with SMILES which do not contain rare attributes.
Continued
Thus, the numerical data on the correlation weights are defined by the given endpoint and by a list of training and calibration sets. The modification of this list can lead to considerable changes in the correlation weights and moreover it can lead to considerable changes of statistical characteristics of the models. It is clear that subtraining and calibration sets should be larger than the test set.
Since we have not found in the literature reports dedicated to QSAR modelling of rat toxicity for inorganic substances, we have compared the model calculated with Eq. 3 with analogous models for organic compounds.
Statistical characteristics of a model for rat toxicity (567 compounds) based on two-dimensional chemical descriptors reported in [41] are s=0.73 (in logarithmic scale) and q 2 =0.64. According to [42] , statistical characteristics of the partial least squares QSAR models for rat toxicity (28 benzene derivatives) are R 2 = 0.81-0.92; q 2 = 0.64-0.83; R 2 (test) =0.84 -0.87. Statistical characteristics of the logLD50 model described in [43] are the following: n=49, r 2 =0.854, s=0.477. Thus, the comparison of statistical characteristics of the model that is calculated with Eq. 3 with the abovementioned models [41] [42] [43] indicates that Eq. 3 is an acceptable predictor for the logLD50.
The molecular structure for 85 inorganic compounds and the CORAL models for split B and split C are given in the Supplementary materials.
Conclusions
CORAL can be used as a tool for the satisfactory prediction of the -pLD50 for 85 examined inorganic substances; the balance of correlations gave preferable models for the -pLD50 in comparison with the classic scheme.
